The high/low hierarchy respects the ordering of degrees, and so we can expect to find properties of order which are possessed by all degrees in a given hierarchy class. Such properties can also be found for classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy even though that hierarchy does not respect the ordering of the degrees. For example, Jockusch and Posner [4], extending a result of Cooper [l], showed that no degree in m is minimal. By results of Yates [S] and Sasso [7], this result is best possible as both GL1 and GL,? -GL1 contain minimal degrees.
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Jockusch [3] showed that there is a degree in GL3 -GL2 which does not bound a minimal degree, and conjectured that such a result should be true for all proper classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy except for GH,. We prove Jockusch's conjecture in Section 1, and extend the result to the high/low hierarchy in Section 2.
We will be using the following notation and definitions (see [5] for more detail). ( @e : e E N) is a : @&a, x) J} is recursive (1 represents convergence and T represents divergence).
The nth completion of the set A is represented by A'"'; when 12 = 1, we write A'inplaceofA . (I) Similar notation is used for the jump operator on degrees. Tot(A) is {e : Qe(A) is total}, and we recall that Tot(A) has the same degree as A('). We let IAl denote the cardina2ity of the set A.
A string is a finite sequence of symbols from a set X. If X = (0, l}, then we let YZ denote the strings from X. If X = N, the set of natural numbers, then we let Y denote the set of strings from X. We let N+ = N U (00, w+} with n < QJ < w+ for all n EN. We let Y' denote the set of all strings from N+. Strings are ordered by inclusion (c) in the usual way. We say that o ( z if for some x, a(x) i # t(x)k. lb(a) is the cardinality of {x : a(x) 1 }. The restriction of a string o to n, u r n is the string r c o such that lb(r) = IZ. We let Ok be the string of length k such that Ok 
